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1991-1992 Comprehensive Fee Set At $21,400 
by Evan Silverman 
News Editor 
Treasurer and Vice President for Financial Affairs Bernard Carpenter. 
In a letter addressed to parents and 
students of the Classes of 1992, 1993, and 
1994, President Donald Harward 
announced Thursday that the 
comprehensive fee for the academic year 
1991-1992 will be $21,400. The fee, which 
includes room, board, tuition, and fees, 
represents a 7.45% increase over the 1990- 
1991 fee level of $19,905. 
According to Harward, Bates' 
operating budget for 1991-1992 will be in 
excess of $41 million, and annual Alumni 
Fund gifts of $1 million and another $3.2 
million in grants and earnings from the 
endowment will provide a significant 
portion of the College's revenues. Each 
student's education will be underwritten by 
approximately $5,800 greater than the 
comprehensive fee. 
Harward emphasized that the 
College placed priority on the control of 
costs, and "reduced cost growth from 
nearly 10% annually to approximately 7%." 
The highest "centers" of increased costs 
continue to remain personnel, scientific 
equipment, library books, and computing 
resources. 
The 1991-1992 budget commits 
$21,000,000 to faculty and staff 
compensation, $8,600,000 to support costs 
such as the library, computing services, and 
academic and administrative departments, 
and over $6,600,000 for financial aid. "Over 
the last two years, 1989 to 1991, financial aid 
grants have been increased 26%," stated 
Harward. 
Harward, Dean of Faculty Carl 
Straub, and the Board of Trustees used 
"caution to be as careful as possible" and 
"cut in excess of $3,000,000" originally 
requested for the upcoming fiscal year by 
cost centers and departments, said 
Carpenter. 
According to Carpenter, Bates is 
"one of the most debt free colleges in the 
country," and maintains a "very stable and 
sound status." Bates owes outstanding 
debts of only "somewhere around 
$300,000" for mortgaged property at a low 
interest rate, but does have some internal 
debts that arose when the College 
borrowed money from itself. 
As of June 30, 1990, the College's 
endowment stood at $66,586,748. Despite 
having increased $8,000,000 from the 
previous year, endowment resources 
continue to lag behind other colleges of 
similar quality. Yet, Harward stressed that, 
"the College is experiencing a position of 
institutional strength and achievement." 
"The College is very, very frugal," 
commented Treasurer and Vice President 
for Financial Affairs Bernard Carpenter. 
The Board of Trustees would be the 
"happiest people in the world" if the 
comprehensive fee did not have to be 
increased, he said, but the College must 
insure that current students and future 
generations continue to receive a quality 
education. 
Deans Considering Making Mitchell House "Non-Alcoholic" 
by Evan Silverman 
News Editor 
The Dean of Students Office 
announced this week that it is considering 
setting aside Mitchell House as a non¬ 
alcohol residence for students who would 
like an alternative environment free from 
the influence of alcohol. 
Under the plan, students who chose 
to live in the house would be required to 
sign a contract stating that they would not 
consume alcohol in the house, nor return to 
the residence in an intoxicated state. 
Visitors to Mitchell House would also be 
expected to adhere to the rules of the house. 
Dean of Students F. Celeste Branham 
insisted in her address to the 
Representative Assembly Monday evening 
that the plan was "not an effort to begin the 
procedure of making Bates a dry campus." 
Students have expressed demand for such a 
house, she said, and the idea has proven 
"very successful" at other schools. 
Branham also stated that she 
anticipates that people will make "every 
attempt" to make the concept work, and the 
Deans have not charted any specific plans 
for enforcing the house rules. "We will not 
be relying on Resident Coordinators" to 
enforce the policy, she said. 
Although no decision has been 
finalized, the Deans believe Mitchell House 
would be the most appropriate house to 
"start small scale" and test the experiment. 
Mitchell House contains a relatively equal 
number of double and single occupancy 
rooms, has a fairly nice location, and no one 
group of students has traditionally sought 
to live in the residence. 
The Dean of Students Office 
continues to research the option, and is 
investigating the success of such houses on 
other college campuses. Mitchell House will 
be placed in the housing lottery regardless 
of any changes in house rules, and New 
Students will not be permitted to live in the 
house. 
Women's Health Advocate Prioritizes Health Concerns 
by Tabitha Sparks 
Copy Editor 
In an informal discussion last 
Wednesday night at the Olin Arts 
Center, black woman's health care ad¬ 
vocate and author Byllye Avery re¬ 
layed her experiences in the public 
health field. Avery, who recently 
published a book entitled Black 
Woman's Health Care, helped open 
the Gainesville (Florida) Woman's 
Health Center in 1974, one of the first 
national public health care facilities 
for women. 
Avery noticed in this center 
the disproportionate number of black 
women seeking abortions compared 
to white women, who primarily used 
the center's educational and gyneco¬ 
logical services. Black women, she 
continued, were dependent on the 
center financially, which alerted her to 
the need for nationally funded health 
care programs. 
In 1978, Avery founded Birth¬ 
place, an alternative, mid-wife 
birthing center in Gainesville that fo¬ 
cused on the "concept that the whole 
family was having a baby." Avery 
emphasized the importance of treat¬ 
ing "pregnancy (as) a state of 
wellness," and worked to support 
pregnant women "humanistically and 
holistically," allowing them more 
control over the method of their 
child's birth than they would have in 
a conventional hospital. 
When Avery left Birthplace to 
work in a local community college, 
she "came face to face with (herself) as 
a black woman; (she) came face to face 
with (her) sisters." Her racial identi¬ 
fication was prompted by concern for 
the "disturbing health problems" she 
noticed in her young, black, female 
students. The difference between 
white women's and black women's 
health problems, she said, is that 
"black women are number one in all 
the high risk categories." 
Avery cited a survey where 
Byllye Avery, Executive Director of the National Black Women's Health 
Project spoke Wednesday evening in Olin. KeZZy Killeen Photo. 
over half the African-American 
women interviewed, aged 18-25, rated 
themselves as living in psychological 
distress— a higher percentage than 
white women of the same age who 
had been diagnosed with mental ill¬ 
ness. "There (this statistic) was, writ¬ 
ten in a book, and no one was doing 
anything about it," said Avery. 
Avery, convinced of the 
power of problem solving through 
support groups, organized the Black 
Woman's Health Project "to bring sis¬ 
ters together, to start to talk to each 
other about the realities of our lives." 
By approaching the health problems 
of black women psychologically, 
rather than curing their physically 
manifested illnesses, Avery recog¬ 
nized a common root of their distress 
as sexual abuse, and most commonly, 
rape. 
"Rape is degrading, it gives us 
low self-confidence, and it actually 
makes us crazy," Avery explained, 
"and this is what's causing the psy¬ 
chological distress." Healing emo¬ 
tional wounds comes with sharing ex¬ 
periences, said Avery, for "there is no 
shame ... the first thing we need to do 
is break the conspiracy of silence." 
Collective support for her 
black women friends came with 
"working through our diversities, 
(whether economic or personal)." To 
the white women in the audience, she 
said, "you don't really work down 
your color line— go work with some 
poor white (people)," she recom¬ 
mended. "When you look at a poor 
white person, you see a reflection of 
you, and you work in an empowering 
way." To paraphrase Avery, such ra¬ 
cial identification is the first step to the 
unity of all races. 
Next, Avery confronted the 
critical situation of young black men in 
America. "There are more young Af¬ 
rican-American men in prison than in 
college, " Avery pointed out, and 
urged them to "come together and 
take the risk ... start talking about the 
realities of your lives." People resort 
to drug selling to alter their pattern of 
poverty, she said, stressing that "we 
need to look at our national priorities. 
. . we are our sisters and brothers 
keepers." 
Avery insisted that our gov¬ 
ernment must introduce a national 
health care plan: "We need child care, 
care for the elderly . . . there's not 
enough money (for health) but there's 
always enough money to go to war." 
Our priorities are skewed if "we can't 
guarantee good health for every single 
human being." Finished Avery, "If we 
don't have our health we don't have 
anything." 
National Condom Week Rolls To An End 
by Julia R. Bossung 
Student Correspondent 
Bates College and the Health 
Center celebrated the annual National 
Condom Week this week by sponsor¬ 
ing several events and distributing 
free condoms to students. 
According to Chris Tisdale, 
Director of Health Services, the pur¬ 
pose of National Condom Week is 
congruent to that of Alcohol Aware¬ 
ness week, which occurs in October. 
As Alcohol Awareness Week aims to 
raise consciousness of the dangers of 
alcohol abuse, National Condom 
week aims to promote the use of 
condoms in light of the dangers of not 
doing so. 
Kathleen Urban, the Health 
Center's Nurse Practitioner spoke 
Wednesday evening in Skelton lounge 
on "Sexual Health: How to take the 
worry out of being close." The Health 
Center also posted pink flyers that 
read 'Tonight in this country, 11,000 
people will become infected with 
Chlamydia, 400 with Gonorrhea, and 
89 with HIV" to illustrate the expo¬ 
nential spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases (STD's). 
In addition, the Health Center 
also assisted in the production of an 
advertisement on BCTV. Starring 
Dean Jacoby, the commercial illus¬ 
trates with profound simplicity that 
saving a life can be as simple as rolling 
a sock onto your foot. 
Tisdale explained that Na¬ 
tional Condom week encourages the 
use of condoms for not only contra¬ 
ceptive purposes, but for their effec¬ 
tiveness in preventing the spread of 
STD's, including AIDS. "Nothing is 
completely preventable," Tisdale re¬ 
marked. "Abstinence is the only thing 
that works 100%, but condom use de¬ 
creases transmission tremendously." 
She added, "There are STD's in the 
Bates Bubble!" 
Tisdale cited two studies 
which illustrate the presence of risk of 
STD's on college campuses. A study 
at the University of Oregon revealed 
that 81% of the students are sexually 
active, 60% of whom do not use 
condoms, and 68% of whom said that 
if they had been involved in high risk 
activity (contact with infected part¬ 
ners, intravenous drug use, etc.), they 
would lie to their current partners to 
conceal such activity. 
The second study was admin¬ 
istered by the American College 
Health Association to discover the 
frequency of college students infected 
with HIV. Out of 17,000 randomly se¬ 
lected blood samples, 3 out of every 
1,000 were HIV- positive. 
Currently there are 400,000 
cases of AIDS in the United States, 
while an additional 1.5-3 million are 
HIV positive. The latter statistic is 
questionable, Tisdale explained, for it 
is possible for many more to be in¬ 
fected without their knowledge. 
National Condom Week aims 
to raise consciousness about the pre¬ 
ventative role of condoms in disease 
transmission. But for those who have 
symptoms of a sexually transmitted 
disease or are concerned about having 
contracted AIDS, the Health Center 
offers help. Tisdale explained that 
many STD's, including Chlamydia, 
Gonorrhea, and Herpes, can be diag¬ 
nosed by the Health Center's nursing 
staff, physician, and nurse practitioner 
and are curable with antibiotics. 
The Health Center does not 
perform AIDS testing, however, for 
the sole reason that anonymity cannot 
be guaranteed. Anonymous testing is 
available at Tri-County Health Ser¬ 
vices on Main Street in Lewiston (795- 
4007, clinic: 795-4019) where reports 
are made by number, not name. Al¬ 
though the AIDS testing procedure is 
not complicated, the Health Center 
hopes that National Condom Week 
will reduce its necessity. 
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Flag Burning Sparks Debate Among Students 
by Jason Patenaude 
Sports Editor 
A debate was "sparked" on 
campus early Tuesday morning as two 
groups of students converged over the 
burning of an American flag behind 
Roger Williams Hall. Ten minutes af¬ 
ter a group of eleven people burned a 
United States flag in protest of Ameri¬ 
can foreign and domestic policies, a 
second group of approximately 
twenty-five people marched in front of 
Roger Williams, waving another U.S. 
flag and singing patriotic songs in 
protest of the burning. 
Both protests occurred just 
after midnight and each group acted 
independent of any campus organiza¬ 
tion. Despite the location of each ac¬ 
tion around Roger Williams, the Bates 
participants live in several locations 
on and around campus. 
One participant, Nate Webb 
'94 , explained that the flag symbol¬ 
ized America's economic"power" in 
countries that are "dependant" on the 
U.S. economy. 
"That's why it was chosen as 
the symbol to bum," said Webb. "The 
flag no longer signifies the unity of the 
American people." 
Dorothy Hudak '94, who 
sighted the flag burning and partici¬ 
pated in the counter-movement, dis¬ 
agreed. "The flag stands for the life 
that we get for this freedom," stated 
Hudak. 'To bum it is to bum every¬ 
thing that the flag stands for, not just 
(the U.S.'s Middle Eastern) policy." 
The official statement ex¬ 
plaining the flag burning, signed by 
eleven members of the group and 
posted outside of commons stated, "In 
protest of the United States's foreign 
and domestic policies, a flag was 
burned last night. This was done by a 
group of individuals with no official 
affiliation to any campus organization. 
The world over, the U.S. flag repre¬ 
sents imperialism, oppression, and 
war. Burning the flag is symbolic of 
our disgust with the United States's 
militaristic and violent ideology." 
While each group respected 
the other's right to freedom of speech, 
several participants in the counter¬ 
movement expressed concern over 
what they saw as a misinterpretation 
of the flag's meaning. Chip Baker '94, 
who carried the flag in the counter¬ 
protest claimed he was "not sure" that 
the members of the first group sup¬ 
ported America. "The flag symbolizes 
America," Baker stated, "And the 
burning of the flag symbolizes the di¬ 
viding of our country, which we do 
not need at this point." 
Mark Lunt '91, a member of 
the flag burning group, accepted that 
the flag is "ideologically loaded," but 
insisted that the flag's significance as a 
symbol of freedom did not apply to all 
groups in and out of the country. 
"What the United States flag symbol¬ 
izes to middle-class U.S. citizens is not 
what it signifies to native Americans 
or black Americans or people in Latin 
America or the Middle East for that 
matter." 
A participant in the counter¬ 
movement, Aaron Wensley '92, sug¬ 
gested that by burning the flag the 
group undermined the very rights 
which allowed them the freedom to 
protest. Wensley said, "I don't think 




Several Bates students burned an American flag early Tuesday morning to protest American foreign and domestic 
policies. Several other students protested the event several minutes later. Adam Spey Photo. 
they understand that the flag, and 
what it symbolizes, gives them the 
right to burn it... to do so is to show 
disrespect for our country and the 
rights they are so fortunate to be 
granted." 
Ernie Cloutier '94 added, "It's 
ironic that they support the troops... 
so many people have died for that flag 
in past wars. It seems that they 
should glorify the flag." 
Steven Gensemer '91, a mem¬ 
ber of the flag-burning group, insisted 
that this glorification of the flag as a 
patriotic symbol makes it worth 
burning. "(Burning the flag) is a step 
towards battering the imagery which 
is associated with blind patriotism. 
As we are seeing right now (through 
U.S. actions in the Middle East), blind 
patriotism is deadly." 
Gensemer, who stressed that 
his opinions were those of himself 
alone and not necessarily those of the 
other members of the flag burning 
group stated, "I wanted everyone to 
know what we did... that we did it." 
Lunt agreed, explaining that 
burning the flag helped to focus on 
what he sees as the "myth" perpetu¬ 
ated by the flag. "(The counter-pro¬ 
testers) believe the myth and not the 
reality. They don't even want to con¬ 
front the reality... (but) people must 
think about an idea and not just be¬ 
lieve in any sort of dross that gets 
trotted out." 
Though some members of the 
Bates chapter of the Democratic So¬ 
cialists of America numbered 
amongst the first group of protesters, 
both the DSA and the protester's 
statement stressed that the flag burn¬ 
ing was the act of a group of indi¬ 
viduals and not an action supported 
by the DSA as a whole. Adam Fifield 
'94, a member of the DSA, expressed 
his concern over the linking of the in¬ 
cident to an official organization. "I 
hope first of all that the flag burning is 
not construed as a DSA action." 
Fifield, who did not partici¬ 
pate in either action, added, "I went to 
the anti-war march in (Washington) 
D.C. and I don't think we should be 
(in the Middle East), but I don't con¬ 
done burning the flag. . . I think it's 
tactless right now because it may very 
well give Bates a bad name." 
Adam Tierney '94, another 
DSA member who did not participate 
in either incident, also expressed con¬ 
cern over the ramifications of the flag 
burning. "Burning the flag sends the 
wrong message. I'm against the war, 
but not against what the flag stands 
for. The war itself desecrates the val¬ 
ues of America, but burning the flag 
also sends the wrong message." 
Despite the protest and the 
quick response to the act, both groups 
denied that there would be further in¬ 
cidents. Webb explained, "You 
wouldn't need to repeat (the burning 
of the flag). We're not antagonizing 
them. We don't want a response to 
create a bigger response." 
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Condom Week Not a Joke 
Today marks the final day of National Condom Week, an event 
which seems to have inspired little overt participation in the Bates 
community. The health center distributed condoms free to all who 
visited its salad bowl of prophylactics and invited people to use 
them at their own discretion, but only a small group responded 
(taking large handfuls of the latex contraptions). Why do we all 
not jump at such an opportunity? 
The fact that approximately 25% of Maine residents between 
the ages of 18 and 24 have chlamydia (a common venereal disease 
which leads to numerous health problems including sterility) 
makes the odds of contracting the disease through unprotected 
intercourse significantly higher than shooting oneself in a game of 
russian roulette. 20 to 30% of people in that same age range have 
condylomas ("genital warts"). How can the thought of nearly one 
in three people being able to transmit genital warts not cause ev¬ 
ery woman and man who is sexually active at all (i.e. even think¬ 
ing about it) to carry a condom on their person at all times? AIDS 
can be contracted by any human being regardless of race, gender, 
sexual preference, hair color, etc. and is always fatal. 
Some have said that using condom is not romantic in that it 
takes too long and interferes with spontaneity. If people are not 
comfortable putting condoms on themselves or their partners, 
then perhaps they should reconsider the sexual relationship that 
has brought them to the point of using the condom. 
People express an embarrassment in buying condoms (the 
Health Center had to leave the salad bowl of condoms in the 
atrium where patrons would be unobserved when collecting their 
free sample). Are women and men afraid that they will lose their 
image of celibacy? Are they afraid drug store employees will 
laugh at them? Do they think it is wimpy to buy condoms? Are 
they afraid that they will develop a small ring in the outside of 
their wallet? These concerns indicate a lack of a healthy attitude 
towards sex. 
Whatever the reason that people avoid buying condoms (or 
even picking them up for free) is unclear. However, when pro¬ 
phylactics are offered free to a sexually active group, then that 
group is obligated at the very least to take that offer seriously. 
And those who are in fact sexually active owe it to that community 
to practice safer sex. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Think Before Namecalling 
To the Editor: 
Namecalling, namecalling! 
When one publishes a letter directed 
to an individual, does one... 
...intend to convince the individual of 
one's own point of view? 
...intend to convince some other 
reader? 
...intend to clarify the dispute for fur¬ 
ther discussion? 
...does one intend to make the ad¬ 
dressee feel ashamed in front of the 
community? 
...does one only hope to express one's 
feelings or opinion as a form of self¬ 
purification without consideration for 
the merit or effect of that expression? 
...does one intend to force ones self to 
formulate clear thoughts by publish¬ 
ing? 
...does one hope for intelligent critical 
response? 
...or does one hope to win the last 
word with an overwhelmingly witty 
and emphatic statement? 
I would like to ask that Bates students 
ask themselves these questions before 
writing. 
Gordon Dean '91 
Alumnus Angered by Editorial 
To the Editor: 
I was angry and disappointed af¬ 
ter reading your January 16th issue. 
First, the Student Editorial referred to 
President Bush calling Saddam evil as 
"political rhetoric." How can you 
question this characterization? Inde¬ 
pendent human rights agencies con¬ 
tinue to report that saddam Hussein 
has murdered and tortured men, 
women, and children. Saddam in¬ 
vaded a sovereign nation without 
provocation and you want to tell our 
soldiers & their families that they are 
fighting and dying for an unworthy 
cause?!! 
Ask yourself if you would want 
the United States to respond with 
military force if Saddam Hussein in¬ 
vaded Western Europe or Israel? 
Do not let the fact that the country 
invaded is Kuwait or the fact that 
most of the people killed are Arabs, 
prevent the United States from joining 
other free nations of the world in put¬ 
ting a stop to this EVIL. 
Secondly, I would like you to con¬ 
sider the message your protests send 
to our soldiers in the Persian Gulf and 
their families, as our men and women 
risk their lives to free Kuwait from 
saddam Hussein's suffocating grasp. 
We are now fighting a war in the 
Persian Gulf. This is fact. This is now. 
Any protests now should not deal 
with what should have been done, but 
what should be done now. 
Protests over the war may cause 
our troops to believe that we do not 
support them. Our soldiers may start 
to think that they will be forgotten or 
abandoned when they return home. I 
am sure that this is not the message 
we want to send our men and women 
overseas. 
Therefore, let's be sure that if we 
protest the policies and not the people 
who carry them out. This must be 
made clear whenever our policies in 
the Gulf are being discussed our 
questioned. Whether or not you agree 
with what our country is doing, our 
troops deserve all our support now 
and when they return. 
Alan R. Issokson '88 
Washington,DC 
"The Bill is Not a Fraternity" 
To the Editor: 
As Vice-President of Roger Wil¬ 
liams Hall, a.k.a. "The Bill", I find it 
necessary to illuminate the misguided 
souls who insist upon characterizing 
"The Bill". I beg to remind the entire 
Bates Community that "The Bill" is 
not a fraternity of members brought 
together under some unifying and 
exclusive charter: our residence in 
"The Bill" is by and large a matter of 
chance. Yes, we have "hippies" in 
"The Bill". And we have pre-yuppies 
and staunch republicans and anar¬ 
chists and people who abhor the fer¬ 
vent nationalism that effectively di¬ 
vides humankind into separate and 
antagonistic camps along irrational 
geographical boundaries. But per¬ 
sonal convictions aside, "the Bill" are 
a diverse group, and thankful for the 
diversity and as Americans (and per¬ 
haps more importantly, as conscien¬ 
tious human beings), we value this 
freedom of speech guaranteed us by 
the First Amendment of the Constitu¬ 
tion. 
However, I resent, and hereby 
formally protest the characterization 
of "The Bill" as anything—it simply 
does not make sense."The Bill" is a 
residence hall-individuals in the Bill 
choose to fly red "Peace" flags out 
their window; individuals also choose 
to display proudly the American flag 
within their rooms. I say all this in the 
hopes of never again hearing an angry 
mob outside my window at midnight 
chanting "Bum the Bill; Not the Flag." 
Finally, we challenge J.B. to a keg 
race. If we win, they will light the flag 
on fire. And if they win, we'll light the 
flag on fire. Just kidding. 
Respectfully, 
Alexander D. Krause 
Vice-President Dorm Council 
Roger Williams Hall 
More Letters to the Editor, Pages 5,6, & 13 
The views expressed in columns and letters to the editor voice the 
opinions of the writers and not necessarily those of the Editorial 
Board of the Bates Student._ 
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Reading Between The Lines of Your 
ITs that time of year again-time to 
get a summer job! I know, this is re¬ 
ally, really depressing considering the 
economy and the war and all other 
things bad, but it's true. Time to write 
out that piece o' paper that will define 
Jesseca Timmons 
you, body, mind and soul, for as long 
as you live. Spat off fax machines, 
forgotten in piles of mail, taped to 
people's refrigerator's for entertain- 
ment-it's your resume! 
One time I happened to see some 
resumes lying around my father's of¬ 
fice belonging to young business ma¬ 
jors looking for jobs. One young man 
had started gourmet catering in his 
high school, grossed $100, 000 a year 
by junior year, sold the whole thing to 
the Japanese when he graduated, and 
made 3.5 million dollars. This he in¬ 
vested in oat bran futures, tripling the 
amount by sophomore year in college. 
I mentioned to my father how de¬ 
pressing this was, and he said, Come 
on, Jesseca, you were on the Badmin¬ 
ton team for a month that time, that's 
something you can really be proud of! 
And, he meant it. In his eyes I was se¬ 
rious competition for Oat Bran Man. 
Dads are not the ones to talk to about 
resumes. 
Career counselors find all sorts of 
nifty ways to make your resume 
shine. Babysitting becomes Less 
Equipped and Smaller Individuals 
Volunteer Management. Waitressing 
becomes Public Service in Nutrition. 
Petsitting becomes Animal Rights 
Advocacy Work and housesitting be¬ 
comes Transitional Property Super¬ 
vising. You can think up thousands of 
ever-so-misleading titles for your 
motley background in the work force. 
But my problem with my resume is it 
doesn't say what I really learned— cli¬ 
che, cliche!-but it's true. 
Some jobs cannot be disguised. 
Camp counseling will always be camp 
counseling and it will always look bad 
on your resume, despite the fact that 
you spent the summer as a psycholo¬ 
gist, a supervisor, a therapist, a me¬ 
diator, a teacher, a coach, an artist, and 
actress, a cook, a nurse, and a punch¬ 
ing bag. Why can't I put on my re¬ 
sume that I crawled half a mile in the 
rain on hands and knees with a 
sprained ankle to comfort one of my 
homesick ten-year-olds? Can I put on 
there that I had to watch nine boys 
throw up for an hour because my 
counselor boyfriend made them have 
an eating contest? How about the 
time I pulled drowning sheep out of a 
waterfall? 
I learned a lot at camp. I learned to 
lie to parents—No sir, no mice or in¬ 
sects anywhere at this camp; of course 
they're asleep by nine, and no, we 
never tell ghost stories! just for their 
own peace of mind. The same went for 
the kids: The food here is really good, 
of course the camp isn't haunted, and 
yes, I'm sure no-one will ask you to 
play Spin the Bottle during your six- 
week stay here. 
Or take my various office jobs. At 
a dry cleaners, I learned, after surviv¬ 
ing a bomb scare, that my boss was in 
the Mafia. I learned to quit, gracefully, 
Can it go on my resume 
that I finally learned to 
drive on the Highway of 
Eternal Damnation, a.k.a. 
the Mass Turnpike, with¬ 
out getting upset when 
people flip me off? 
the next day. Can I put "Survived ter¬ 
rorist attack at Sparkling Lenny's 
Drycleaner" on my resume? 
Two summers ago I learned not to 
trust anyone who tries to pick me up 
over the phone or who calls their local 
Customer Service department out of 
sheer boredom every two hours. I 
learned not to lock my keys in the car 
at a deserted office park at night in the 
pouring rain, or to leave the lights on, 
or to lock the keys in the car with the 
engine running (I did not actually do 
this, but two people in my department 
did). I learned that the doors of my car 
can be broken into (and permanently 
damaged) very easily with a coat 
hanger (by inexperienced security 
persons who think they are hot stuff 
because you're standing out in the 
rain like a fool while they destroy 
Humanity Can’t Afford Cost of War 
Modem humanity—are we not to¬ 
day the pinnacle of human evolution? 
Are we not vastly improved over the 
ancient world, when the earth was flat 
and there were nature spirits every¬ 
where? Are we not so much more ad¬ 
vanced than those "simple" ancient 
Rich Taylor 
peoples, those Greeks and Indians 
and Egyptians, who believed in poly¬ 
theism and knew nothing of quantum 
mechanics? 
No. For all of our technological 
toys and vast science, we prove our¬ 
selves daily to be the tiny pygmies 
that we are. While physically we have 
much more power than the ancients, 
spiritually, intellectually, and morally 
we are greatly their inferior. 
It's hard for us to bear that word, 
inferior. It's hard for us to be critical 
of ourselves, and anyone who pub¬ 
licly speaks their criticism is labelled 
"self-righteous," or "fanatical," or 
"unpatriotic," and often all three. But 
I ask that we take a hard look at mod¬ 
em civilization, and not gloss over the 
harsh parts. 
We are arrogant, believing our¬ 
selves to have tremendous power 
over the forces of nature and the right 
to use these powers as it suits us. We 
believe the earth is at our disposal and 
is our playground. For example, we 
do not consider animals as entities in 
their own right — we use them for 
food and experiments (psychological, 
biological, chemical, you name it). It 
doesn't matter how much pain they 
suffer. Even right here at Bates ani¬ 
mals are used for our selfish experi¬ 
mental purposes and their bodies dis¬ 
posed of when we are finished. 
Oil, minerals, trees, animals, air, 
water ... all ours to do with what we 
please. In a godless universe, what 
does it matter? There's no "plan" or 
higher purpose for anything, so take 
what you like! And according to most 
Christians, God gave us permission so 
it's okay (see Genesis where god says 
"Have dominion over the earth" and 
read "Have a jolly good time"). 
We are extremely greedy and self- 
centered. We want more. More food, 
more sex, more money, more clothes, 
more make-up, more cars, more com¬ 
puters, more appliances, more roads, 
more buildings, more weapons, more 
space shuttles... where does it end? 
With our incredible need for self¬ 
esteem we pursue all sorts of activities 
designed to let us like ourselves. We 
try to acquire things that make us feel 
successful (clear skin, boy or girl 
friends, spiffy clothes), and engage in 
lots of activities (like sports and clubs 
and volunteer work) so that we feel 
"fulfilled." 
The more sensitive do try to help 
others when they can and work for 
good causes (church, environment, 
homeless, elderly, abused women, po¬ 
litical change — pick one, hell, go for 
the gusto and pick two), but usually 
when it comes down to it, it's still "me 
first." Most people candidly admit 
that they help others in order to make 
themselves feel good. 
We are terribly short-sighted. We 
go to war with little countries like Iraq 
because we want to protect our way of 
life — but we don't stop to consider 
that our way of life is ruining the envi¬ 
ronment, and the oil we crave so much 
won't even last 50 more years. Instead 
of planning for the future, we engage 
in bloody conflict to give us what we 
want now. 
Furthermore, we don't see that vio¬ 
lence leads to more violence. With 
typical tunnel vision, we believe that 
we can use force to satisfy our greed, 
Oil, minerals, trees, ani¬ 
mals, air, water ... all ours 
to do with what we please. 
not realizing the long-term corrosive 
consequences of our actions. If we re¬ 
main aggressive and selfish, we will 
surely fall (remember the Roman Em¬ 
pire? Where is it now?) 
We are accelerating but purpose¬ 
less. Our civilization speeds up faster 
and faster — more and more scientific 
discoveries, more and more money to 
be made, more and more buildings 
more factories more appliances more 
time-saving devices that will give us 
more good times more free time more 
vacations to Bermuda ... come now, 
don't you want even more 
PROGRESS?!? 
We believe that life begins at birth, 
and after death is the great unknown, 
so focus on the here and now and pur¬ 
sue your pleasure -- wealth, fame, 
power, it's all the same. We don't 
consider the fact that we are alive 
mysterious and something to be ques¬ 
tioned and pondered. 
The question "Why are we here?" 
is often laughed at - the typical ques¬ 
tion of dreamers and shallow people 
trying to appear deep. But I wonder, 
is there anything else to do besides 
collect material objects, have a good 
time, and try to raise our self-esteem? 
Is there no higher purpose? 
Resume 
your car. On his resume "Ability to 
break into small Japanese cars with ham¬ 
mer within a six-hour period") 
Can it go on my resume that I fi¬ 
nally learned to drive on the High¬ 
way of Eternal Damnation, a.k.a. the 
Mass Turnpike, without getting upset 
when people flip me off? I learned not 
to throw pennies into the toll basket as 
someone did in from of me every 
morning. I hope they put that on their 
resume—"7 cheat on the Pike every 
morning." 
I learned not to look at 
truckdrivers who enquire my plans 
for the evening and not to engage in 
conversation with people who were 
talking to a parking meter the minute 
before. (On their resumes:"Fluency in 
conversation with inanimate objects"). 
In the park where I ate lunch, I met a 
woman who had trained her Dober¬ 
man to attack anything with a penis. 
On her resume: "Breeder of Fine Cas¬ 
trating Doberman Pinchers". (After I 
saw this happen. I let her know this 
policy was just fine with me, and 
found someplace else to eat lunch.) 
And on my resume for the college 
experience?I could go on all day. 
Stress management. Drug and alcohol 
awareness.Speedreading. 
Noctumalism. Self defense. Figuring 
out what I want to do, and how, and 
where, for the rest of my life. But 
somehow, with Internship X, GPA Y 
Resume-Building Extra Curricular Z, 
it just won't fit on the page. 
More Letters 
"Worthy of the 
Enquirer” 
To the Editor: 
Last week's article by Rich Taylor 
is a great example of the nonsense 
which, along with the defacement of 
posters, accounts for much of the ani¬ 
mosity on campus between support¬ 
ers and opposers of the Persian Gulf 
War. Rich comes up with some con¬ 
clusions worthy of print in the 
Enquirer: 
1) "the S.A.A. is 'pro-war' 
and war equals death, so they are also 
pro-death..." 
2) from conclusion number 
one, Rich teaches us that the S.A.A. is 
". . .thus 'pro-impatience,' 'pro-ag¬ 
gression,' and 'pro-destruction.'" 
Gee, Rich, would this mean 
that people who are not sure exactly 
where they stand are "pro- 
wishywashyness" and, logically, 
"pro-anarchy"? And, of course, those 
who oppose the war are "anti-mili¬ 
tary" and since America is using its 
military, therefore "anti-American." 
C'mon, Rich. 
You sign your letter "Yours in 
Service", but at a time when the Bates 
community should be pulling to¬ 
gether and talking rationally, you 
serve no one by attempting to antago¬ 
nize the S.A.A. 
DanBlatt '93 
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The War on Drugs: A Fight America Will Never Win 
Now that the media has focused 
its attention on the war in the Gulf, 
there is another war that we have 
heard very little about in recent weeks 
- the war on drugs. 
While I fully support the war in 
the Gulf, and am confident that we 
Brendan Gillis 
will win it, I do not support the war on 
drugs, and know that we will never 
win it. Drugs have been a part of civi¬ 
lization for over 5,000 years, and ex¬ 
perts claim that between 25 and 40 
million Americans use illegal drugs 
on at least a casual basis. Rather than 
pretending we can eliminate illegal 
drugs and their use forever, which we 
cannot, the most pragmatic thing to 
do is legalize them. 
There is a tendency to link the 
mere use of drugs with criminal ac¬ 
tivities, which is unfortunate. The 
vast majority of drug users are casual 
users, who knowing full well the pos¬ 
sible consequences of their actions, 
voluntarily take drugs - including al¬ 
cohol and tobacco - and hurt no one 
but themselves. The use of drugs by 
itself is a victimless crime, as opposed 
to crimes such as rape, embezzlement, 
or uttering, which obviously have vic¬ 
tims. 
If someone chooses of their own 
free will to take drugs and commits no 
criminal acts while under the influ¬ 
ence of drugs, why should he or she 
be punished? If, however, while un¬ 
der the influence of drugs a person 
commits a crime, drives a bus, car or 
plane, or somehow endangers the 
safety of others, the action itself, and 
not the drug usage should be severly 
punished. 
Most experts agree that the de¬ 
mand curve for drugs is highly inelas¬ 
tic, if not vertical. For those of you 
who haven't taken Economics 100, 
this means that dropping or raising 
the price of drugs will not signifi¬ 
cantly increase or decrease the de¬ 
mand for them. 
It follows from this that legalizing 
drugs will not increase the number of 
users, since when drugs are legalized, 
their price will drop. Thus, fewer 
crimes will be commites to obtain 
money to buy drugs. Legitimate busi¬ 
nesses would oversee the production 
of drugs, and drive the disreputable 
pushers out of business. 
The reason drug prices are so high 
is because they are illegal, and those 
who are sucessful drug traffickers can 
If someone chooses of 
their own free will to take 
drugs and commits no 
criminal acts while under 
the influence of drugs, 
why should he or she be 
punished? 
earn huge profits - profits which the 
business sector should rightly enjoy. 
This would create many new jobs and 
provide a boost to the economy. Also, 
one who suffers harm in some way as 
a result of using poor quality drugs 
could sue and demand compensation 
from the company which produced 
them. When one buys drugs from a 
sidewalk pusher, it is buyer beware. 
Legalizing drugs might actually 
reduce the number of addicts. There 
are tens of thousands of addicts who 
genuinely want treatment, but be¬ 
cause they are worried about being 
prosecuted, they don't seek help. If 
drugs were legalized, this particular 
problem would be solved. 
With legalization comes a corre¬ 
sponding responsibility. Companies 
should have the right to fire anyone 
whose performance on the job as a re¬ 
sult of drug use is sub-standard in any 
way. 
I support legislation which would 
make it a crime for women to take 
drugs while pregnant, and the father 
should be punished as well. We 
should have drug education in grade 
schools. I favor all means to encour¬ 
age people not to take drugs, or to 
stop taking them once they start. 
However, if someone voluntarily 
chooses to take drugs, after being 
made aware of the possible conse¬ 
quences, the person should have the 
right to take drugs, just as long as the 
individual is willing to accept full re¬ 
sponsibility for his or her actions. We 
must stop protecting people from 
themselves, and give legalization a 
chance. 
Ed Muskie: He Doesn't Insult Fat Weathermen 
A friend of ours, in innocent em¬ 
barrassment last week, asked one of 
us who Edmund Muskie was. Her 
question came as a surprise, Big Ed 
being someone many of us grew up 
with, or at least had heard of in some 
form or another during our short lives 
on this planet. For those others who 
don't know (we know you exist), Ed 
Muskie was the Governor of Maine, a 
Adam Tierney and 
Adam Fifield 
U.S. Senator, U.S. Secretary of State 
and a candidate for the U.S. Presi¬ 
dency. He is revered as a dedicated 
public servant who gave a great deal 
of what he had to the state and what 
was left to Alma Mater, Bates College. 
When one thinks of Ed in his rela¬ 
tion to the college, the first thing that 
comes to mind is always the Muskie 
Archives. This is the institution which 
usually prompts the "Who's Ed?" 
questions. The Archives is a receptacle 
for a large amount of writings and 
documents on the esteemed career of 
Mr. Muskie. Anyone who desires to 
learn more about him can visit this in¬ 
stitution and research for themselves. 
In many ways, the Archives re¬ 
flect well on the college and on its fa¬ 
vorite and most respected alumnus. It 
shows that, even in the present day, 
this legendary figure hasn't forgotten 
his school, and that his school isn't 
worth forgetting. 
Another esteemed graduate of 
Bates, Bryant Gumble, if he ever 
deemed it necessary to found his own 
"Archives " would most likely place 
it at Colby College. In a slightly dif¬ 
ferent vein, it is hard to imagine 
Bowdoin College generating enough 
enthusiasm amongst its famous 
graduates to warrant the "Mitchell/ 
Cohen" Archives. 
The actions of Ed Muskie tell us 
much about ourselves and about our 
school. Ed and most other, but obvi¬ 
ously not all, Batesies would think 
twice before insulting a coworker just 
because he happens to be a fat weath¬ 
erman who knows everyone over 100 
personally (his initials are W.S., if that 
helps any). One aforementioned Bates 
alumnus, who works for NBC, is the 
obvious exception. In the real world, 
More Letters to the Editor- 
Rally Coverage Questioned 
To the Editor: 
An article by Tabitha Sparks in 
last week's paper must be challenged 
for its slanted and inaccurate report of 
a pro-war rally in Auburn. Firstly, 
there were between 200-250 people 
present at the rally, not the 600 which 
Ms. Sparks reported. There were also 
more than six Bates students present 
at the rally. Those proud Americans of 
the SAA only managed to muster 6 
people to the demonstration, but the 
Democratic Socialists of America sent 
eight people to show support for the 
troops and distribute a specially pre¬ 
pared leaflet explaining our position 
on the war. 
Why Ms. Sparks' article ignored 
our presence, and inflated the number 
of people present at the rally, was 
puzzling to me until I discovered that 
the story had been taken off the AP 
wire. Ms. Sparks was not at the rally 
about which she was writing. This 
significant fact was omitted from the 
article, thus constituting what many 
people would consider to be a viola¬ 
tion of journalistic principles. 
Tabitha Sparks, it must be noted, 
wais instructed to follow this course by 
the paper's editorial board, and it is 
they who must take full responsibility 
for this poor journalism. 
Yours, 
Mark Lunt '91 
many of us won't feel like going to our 
reunions because we will have seen 
enough of our fellow Bates graduates 
at the meetings of local teachers 
unions and, of course, the annual so¬ 
cial worker's convention. Very few of 
us will find ourselves becoming a 
brand name, like Dan Rather and 
who's that other guy? We are much 
more likely to follow in the footsteps 
of Big Ed or of Vince Mckusick- but 
that's another story. 
Certain obscure Maine politicians 
have speculated that if Ed Muskie 
hadn't gone to Bates, he would be a 
much wealthier man. There are two 
apparent justifications for this state¬ 
ment: 1) Ed's persistency to donate his 
money to Bates and 2) his ability to 
steer clear of corruption, which is a 
trait Bates lends to all its graduates. 
In the U.S. Senate, Senator Muskie 
was often referred to as a 'porcupine' 
for his reputation of getting things 
done his way. A famous tactic em¬ 
ployed by the Senator to ward off 
scheming, balding and money-grub¬ 
bing senators from North Carolina 
was to smoke a very rank and obnox¬ 
ious cigar whenever in their presence. 
Another great political strength of 
Muskie's was that he never left the 
room in Senate Committee meetings. 
He would go in at nine o'clock and re¬ 
main in the same room all day push¬ 
ing for his proposal, while other 
senators would have to use the bath¬ 
room, take coffee breaks or pose for 
photographs. 
In his Bates days, he was probably 
one of those George and Helen Ladd 
marathoners, who sit in the library, in 
the same chair and in the same posi¬ 
tion all day long. No one in the Senate 
could ever pull one over on Ed, be¬ 
cause whenever and wherever you 
looked, there he was. 
The point of this essay is to illus¬ 
trate the dedication of Edmund 
Muskie and others like him to our 
school. Having no money, Ed gave 
what he could, himself. Not all 
graduates at Bates are broke, however; 
and to those, we ask on bended knee- 
please send money. If won't don't in¬ 
crease the endowment soon, this place 
will start to look like Bowdoin 2. If you 
cannot see through to send any money 
to the school, then give it to your fa¬ 
vorite forum writers- we'd like to stay. 
Campus Polarized Over War 
To the Editor: I don't believe that any one of us 
All of us have noticed the recent 
increase in tensions around campus. 
To the already very troubling prob¬ 
lems of racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, 
and heterosexism, to name just a few, 
has been added a very confrontational 
climate concerning the war. 
We are all concerned about the 
problems stemming from the war. 
Many of us feel very insecure about 
how it is affecting our lives. Some of 
us are frustrated, angry, and even 
hateful. It seems that we have all be¬ 
come so concerned about insuring 
that our own opinion is expressed that 
we have lost the ability to listen to 
opinions with which we disagree. 
wants to see our campus become a 
war zone. I think we are all intelligent 
enough that we should be able to 
prevent this. We should be able to, at 
the very least, tolerate the opposing 
viewpoint. I would hope that we 
could respect those viewpoints, as 
well. 
The real issues have been lost in 
the polarization. Everything now 
seems to be reduced to "we are right 
and you are wrong," without any 
discussion concerning why people 
believe they can make these moral 
claims. Instead of addressing how we 
can all try to solve our domestic and 
■ SEE POLARIZED, PAGE 13 
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Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 
American Express 
Announces A Great New 
Travel Program. 
Now students can get the Card 
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental 
Airlines, for only $129 or 1189 each. 
There’s only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending 
a lot of money And that’s by getting the American Express® Card. 
It’s the only card that offers an exciting new travel program 
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on 
Continental Airlines. 
Just look at the map and pick the place you’d like 
to visit. If it’s on your side of the Mississippi River, you 
can use a certificate to fly for only f 129 roundtrip. Or, 
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip. 
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the 
48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost any time—because 
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations 
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is 
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night. 
In addition to this great travel program, you’ll also enjoy all 
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student 
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa¬ 
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable 
discounts from leading retailers. 
But remember, there’s only one way to get all this—and that’s 
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank 
address and account number on hand). What’s more, 
with our special student offer, it’s easier to get the 
Card now while you’re still in school than it may 
ever be again. 
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new 
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide. 




An American Express company 
CALL 1-800-942-AMEX 
IJ you're already a Cardmember, there’s no need to call. Information about your certificates wilt be arriving soon. CONTINENTAL 
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FOCUS: CAMPUS OVERCROWDING 
Housing Struggles With Overcrowding 
Julie Handren, coordinator of housing. She notes, "there was more 
overcrowding this year than there has ever been." Kelly Killeen Photo. 
by Beck Schoenfeld 
Staff Reporter 
As the target average for the 
incoming freshmen class increased 
from 1,500 to 1,515, Coordinator of 
Housing Julie Handren expressed the 
inevitability of a housing crunch for 
next year. 
Adding that "there was more 
overcrowding this year than there has 
ever been," Handren does encourage 
off-campus housing for juniors and 
seniors. "It helps us for the moment 
and frees up the rooms for other 
people. We rely on a fairly consistent 
number," she admitted. 
Judy Bergevin, business manager. 
Amy Ward Photo. 
At a reception for students re¬ 
siding off-campus, Handren observed 
a positive student response to living 
off-campus. 'It's a neat experience for 
seniors. Many students said it's a nice 
transition from Bates to job or to life 
outside of Bates on your own," said 
Handren. 
"You can feel isolated," 
Handren speculated, "but when 
you're a senior, you know where to 
find entertainment. If you were a 
freshmen, it would be hard." 
According to Handren, the 
usual two-person interest in indi¬ 
vidual off-campus housing moved 
toward more of a group trend, in that 
four or five people want either "a very 
huge house or apartment." While the 
growing trend serves to alleviate the 
"It (the lack of lounges) 
impacts the rest of the 
floor because social space 
is taken away." 
- Julie Handren 
crowding situation, Handren notes 
the problem with finding large apart¬ 
ments to accommodate a group size. 
When searching for off-cam¬ 
pus housing, students have access to a 
notebook constituting possibilities for 
vacant apartments and names of 
realtors. While Handren advises them 
and makes suggestions, students are 
virtually on their own in obtaining 
their own apartment. 
Judith Bergevin, Business 
Manager, oversees the real estate ex¬ 
pansion for Bates, buying property as 
it becomes available. Expanding areas 
such as Nichols, Wood, and Frye 
Street's apartments that haven't been 
fully renovated for official on-campus 
use could become available for rent to 
off-campus students. 
However, these newly bought 
houses would be offered to faculty 
and staff members before students 
who want to live off-campus. "Fac¬ 
ulty are sometimes one-year appoint¬ 
ments. If they're coming from a dis¬ 
tance, they're not likely to find hous¬ 
ing temporarily for a year," explained 
Bergevin. 
"Both faculty and staff need 
to be close to the campus. The college 
makes substantial investments in 
property, and students wouldn't be 
renting over the summer. We need 
long-term stable tenants," Bergevin 
reasoned. 
Focusing on the present 
crowding situation, Handren ob¬ 
served increased senior demand for 
singles as another trend. "Last year, 
singles were gone by the end of senior 
lottery," she recalled. 
Additionally, transformation 
of dormitory lounges to rooms has 
occasionally been a last resort. 
Handren had to create rooms this year 
out of Milliken, Whittier, and t-rye 
Street Union lounges. Additionally, 
Parker lounges have been used in the 
past. "It's great," she commented, 
"you just close the door and put furni¬ 
ture in, and they're like palaces." 
According to Handren, while 
those situated in what were once 
lounges enjoy the larger rooms, the 
rest of the dormitory resents the re¬ 
sulting lack of public space. "It (the 
lack of lounges) impacts the rest of the 
floor because social space is taken 
away," she said. Handren stressed 
that lounges are reserved and deter¬ 
mined for use only during the sum¬ 
mer. 
Noticing evident overcrowd¬ 
ing in Smith Hall, Handren affirms 
that Smith will remain as quads. "The 
building was originally built for 
doubles and then used as triples," she 
said. 
Handren said she doesn't ad¬ 
vocate using Smith as triples, because 
many 2-against-l situations can arise. 
"I've seen all of one person from 
Smith complain this year. There are 
more combinations (for future room¬ 
mates) with four people, and it helps 
the upperclassmen. Half the class 
lives there. It's a good freshman cen¬ 
ter," she added. 
Administration Examines Planning Committee Proposals 
Phase II of the Bates College Campus Planning Studies Submitted - Alternatives for Student Center, New Academic Departments Proposed 
by Rich Samuelson 
and Staff Reporters 
The trustees and the President 
of the college have decided, in Presi¬ 
dent Harward's words, that "we don't 
want to be any larger than 1515 (stu¬ 
dents) on average for the next five 
years." This number represents the 
average full-time enrollment; that is, 
the average enrollment over the two 
semesters of the school year. 
This number is slightly above 
the average attendance for the decade 
(just under 1,500), but lower than the 
peak years of 1986-'87 and '87-'88. 
According to President Harward, en¬ 
rollment "got as high in '86-'87 as 
1546" students. 
The goal of 1515 is probably 
below what the final attendance fig¬ 
ures will be; President Harward 
guessed that they will end up some¬ 
where around 1525. The exact figures 
are not yet tabulated. 
The goal of 1515 is based on 
the understanding that, "the college 
should feel crowded with anything 
over 1400 students," because that is 
the number current Bates facilities 
were designed for. However, the 
trustees realized that the college sur¬ 
vived with greater numbers for most 
of the Eighties, and a good number of 
students do choose to live off-campus. 
The goal of 1515 has tremen¬ 
dous influence on the planning of 
other aspects of college life, since all 
such plans are based on the assump¬ 
tion of that campus size. 
Harward said that certain 
things "need to be done to accommo¬ 
date the population we are planning 
on having." These projects should 
"address the real needs of the campus 
by increasing facilities." However, 
these projects imply a long term ap¬ 
proach, and, as Harward noted, "we 
also have to do a few things in the 
short term (approach)." Paul 
Rosenthal stated in an interview that 
on the planning issue that, "The 
President formed a Priorities Com¬ 
mittee. The committee recognized 
new student/campus center as the 
first priority. It's a long term solution. 
In the meantime, the college must find 
flexible indoor recreational space for 
social events up to 400 people. There's 
a campus planning firm. One option 
is to move the dining hall, which is not 
likely, and expand the campus center 
within Chase Hall and Commons." 
Another option Rosenthal 
noted is that the "renovation of 
buildings like Maintenance, the Grey 
"The President formed a 
Priorities Committee. The 
committee recognized 
new student - campus 
center as the first priority." 
- Paul Rosenthal 
Cage, or Alumni Gymnasium. With 
buildings, it becomes the domino ef¬ 
fect because then new buildings have 
to be built for Maintenance, etc." 
"I think most probable ex¬ 
pansion is the dining hall in Chase 
and most of the campus center will be 
moved in another building - Cage, 
Alumni, Maintenance. Probably, 
moving a lot out of Chase in years to 
come," added Rosenthal. 
Julie Handren, housing coor¬ 
dinator, described her perception of 
the plans that are taking shape, say¬ 
ing, "Bates hired an architectural firm 
for long-term changes. It's a 3-phase 
process. They came and watched 
student foot traffic, talked to every¬ 
body, and gathered information. I led 
them on a tour of houses and dormi¬ 
tories to give them a sampling." 
Handren continued, explain¬ 
ing, "Phase Two involves presenting 
all the plans they can think of. The 
New Campus Center is the number 
one priority on the Priorities Commit¬ 
tee and the with the funding commit¬ 
tee and Board of Trustees. In the long 
term, there's mention of moving 
Maintenance out, building or restruc¬ 
turing the facility. Bates also wants a 
social science building. It will have a 
domino effect." 
One of the short-term projects 
that is being evaluated is the concept 
of converting a house that the school 
has acquired into a residence. In ad¬ 
dition, Harward and the trustees have 
found that Bates has "to identify ad¬ 
ditional social space." 
The school has already con¬ 
tracted architects to look into is the 
expansion of the Page Hall Lounge. 
The Library also needs some addi¬ 
tional space, and the school is consid¬ 
ering compact shelving, similar to that 
that exists in the Muskie archives. 
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FOCUS: CAMPUS OVERCROWDING 
Commons Assesses Crowding Situation: "V\le Can Handle It." 
by Adam Fifield 
Staff Reporter 
The lines are longer, the seats 
are harder to find, and the probability 
of colliding into someone carrying a 
tray of breakable dishes has increased. 
Most Bates students visit Memorial 
Commons two to three times each 
day, and experience the above cir¬ 
cumstances. 
The advent of a larger student 
enrollment this year at Bates has 
forced student services into a crunch, 
engendering concern about the food 
service's ability to handle future in¬ 
fluxes of students. 
"If the school gets any bigger, 
there will be problems," says Gabe 
Lee, '94, a Bates student and Com¬ 
mons employee. Although this year 
has posed some challenges to the 
Commons staff in terms of the amount 
of students they must serve, Lee says 
that, "We can handle it." 
Teresa Doucette, another 
Commons employee, claimed that, 
"There are a lot more students this 
year." When asked what the Com¬ 
mons staff will do if even more stu¬ 
dents enroll at Bates next year, she 
stated simply: "We'll just dish out 
more food." 
Several students who wish to 
remain anonymous expressed their 
concern over the possible overcrowd¬ 
ing in Commons in future years. 
Some possible solutions arose out of 
this concern: 1) A system of two sepa¬ 
rate cafeterias which would compete 
for business, 2) Transforming the bot¬ 
tom floor of Chase Hall into a lower 
level of the cafeteria, and 3) WRBC's 
possible employment of a 'commons 
line' report, which would broadcast 
the length of the line and the fore¬ 
casted wait. 
According to Lee, lines are 
one of the major problems. He cites 
the big rushes for dinner as the as the 
time periods between 5:30 and 5:45 
and 6:15 and 6:30. "Other nights, no 
one will be in line at all," Lee said. 
The problem of students 
sneaking into Commons through the 
designated exit could also cause se¬ 
vere problems for the Commons 
workers. "Sometimes they run out of 
food, and that happens when people 
who aren't on the meal plan enter 
Commons when they shouldn't," says 
Lee. There are currently twelve hun¬ 
dred Bates students enrolled in the 
campus meal plan, and according to 
Gabe Lee, Commons served well over 
fourteen hundred people on some 
nights. 
One anonymous student says, 
"I get there (Commons) at five min¬ 
utes of five to guarantee that I have a 
seat." Lee cites an occasion where 
"More people are here, 
they're taking more food 
and they're wasting more 
food ... but no one counts 
onion rings." 
- Commons Employee 
Commons was forced to close down. 
"There were just too many people and 
no seats," he says. A trend among 
Bates students is to eat earlier in the 
winter, according to an anonymous 
employee of Commons. 
In consideration of the large 
enrollment of the class of 1994, there 
appears to be a sentiment that more 
students are eating at Commons this 
year than last year. 
One anonymous Commons 
employee stated, "More people are 
here, they're taking more food and 
they're wasting more food." This 
source says, by his estimate, that the 
amount of food served this year is far 
greater that the amount served last 
year. He added, "But no one counts 
onion rings." 
Students Experience Need For More Facilities 
by Fayling Leung and Bill Pepe 
Staff Reporters 
Like many other smaller pri¬ 
vate colleges, Bates has been forced to 
confront the issue of overcrowding, 
reacting to space shortages in its li¬ 
brary, and in its parking lots, and to a 
lack of computers and other facilities. 
Concerning increased student 
crowding and competition in the li¬ 
brary, Gilbert Marcotte, an assistant in 
the periodical department, responded 
that he "[hadn't] noticed any great 
change in the number of students" 
since he began working in the library 
in 1985. However, Marcotte added 
Built in the early seventies, 
Ladd library easily met the college's 
needs. Today, however, it is above 
98% book capacity. Currently, stu¬ 
dent overcrowding and equipment 
availability hasn't posed a serious 
problem. According to an anonymous 
librarian assistant, "book space short¬ 
ages continues to be the primary con¬ 
cern." 
In Mr. Marcotte's opinion, 
"desks and periodicals have a high 
turn-over rate yet people do not have 
to wait very long. We have enough 
equipment; the problem is that every¬ 
body tends to need them at the same 
time. The real problem in the library 
A packed Bates parking lot Finding a parking spot has been increasingly 
difficult for students. Lindsey Goodwin Photo. 
that "during exam periods, there 
tends to be a greater crowding and 
competition for existing library 
equipment and space." 
is the lack of space for books. We have 
already added compact shelving in 
some areas." 
Mrs. Linda Spugnardi, Assis- 
Students congest the mailroom, waiting for the 
post office to open. Amy Ward Photo. 
tant director of the Bates 
computer facility, said 
she has not noticed any 
considerable overcrowd¬ 
ing, but that, "there has 
been increased competi¬ 
tion among Bates stu¬ 
dents wanting to use the 
computer facilities." 
Furthermore, 
Spugnardi noted that 
over the last few years 
there has been, "a gen¬ 
eral increase in the 
amount of students 
wanting to use existing 
computers." Mrs. 
Spugnardi pointed out that "at first 
there was an increase in the amount of 
students wanting to use the IBM 
PC's," and then there was substantial 
increase in mainframe users. 
Nevertheless, she said that 
"this year is fairly comparable to the 
last. Mrs. Spugnardi believes that the 
computer facilities adequately serves 
the student body. 
In addition, Bates's parking 
appears to be experiencing over¬ 
crowding difficulties. The security 
department is currently assessing this 
issue, and chose to refrain from com¬ 
ment. 
Noting the trends in parking 
availability, one senior noted, "1 truly 
think that finding a parking spot has 
become harder over the years ... I'm 
beginning to think that it might be 
easier to park the car at Shaw's." 
Another student, a junior, 
said "I don't understand why they 
made what used to be student parking 
spots into spots reserved for faculty. 
Page is a good example." 
Many reasons exist which 
may explain the overcrowding and 
competition in the library and com¬ 
puter facilities which has started to 
occur. A primary reason cited for 
overcrowding in the library is that 
students have no place else to go. 
"Because of the lack of a stu¬ 
dent facility, students are forced to use 
the library as a place to meet and so¬ 
cialize. Students utilize the library for 
reasons that are not strictly study ori¬ 
ented. This takes up study space for 
people, makes the place noisier, and 
creates problems for people who want 
to study in the library," clarified Mr. 
Marcott. 
According to Mrs. Spugnardi, 
one reason for the increase in com¬ 
puter use is that more classes require 
exposure to computers. "The faculty 
is requesting more software for class 
use ... and lots of departments have 
been getting computers from their 
own funds because computers can 
now help students visualize abstract 
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Students Need Facilities 
M CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9 
theories." 
While overcrowding and 
competition is not as much of a prob¬ 
lem as it could be at present, any in¬ 
crease in student adthissions may 
cause a strain on existing facilities. 
In response to this question, 
Marcotte replied, "Oh, yes, how bad it 
gets will depend upon any increased 
enrollment. We are already at maxi¬ 
mum capacity. It is not as bad as some 
other large universities." 
Mrs. Spugnardi added that 
overcrowding will probably be a 
problem in the future. "It is not going 
to be a problem because [we] are in¬ 
creasing the number of computers 
every year and we offer discounts on 
computers." Currently, Bates has 
actively been dealing with any prob¬ 
lems of space and equipment short¬ 
ages. Furthermore, some sort of ex¬ 
pansion of the library and the com¬ 
puter facilities is planned. 
In response to a question 
whether or not Bates was doing as 
much as it could, Mr. Marcotte re¬ 
plied, "yes, expansion of the library is 
already a "top priority" based upon 
the current need. We might take over 
the old Coram library in two years or 
so..." 
Mrs. Spugnardi finished by 
saying that, "Students should finish 
on time and not rush. Students need 
to understand what resources are 
available and plan their time." 
WHAT: Career Discovery Internship Program 
Why: A valuable opportunity to gain firsthand 
exposure to a career field of interest to you. 
When: April 15-19,1991 
Applications and alumni sponsor information 
will be available at the OCS, Ladd Library, 
and Concierge between January 30 and 
March 4. 
Classic designer clothing for men and women. 
Bring your valid college ID and receive 
an additional 15% off the ticketed price. 
T.CREW JFACTORY STORE 
Kittery Outlet Village, 10 Bow Street, 
Route 1, Kittery (207) 439-5810 Freeport (207) 865-3180 






TO OPEN HERS. 
Today, new techniques allow 
doctors to repair many heart 
defects in children without 
making a major incision. Your 
contributions to the American 
Heart Association help make 
these and other advances pos¬ 
sible. And that makes opening 
your heart a good way to save it. 
To learn more, contact your near¬ 
est American Heart Association. 
You can help prevent heart 
disease. We can tell you how. 
American Heart 
Association 
This space provided as a public service. 
Student Internship Available 
The program in Women's Stud¬ 
ies is looking for a student to act 
as a research assistant this 
summer for faculty designing the 
Junior-Senior seminar, "Gender 
and Inquiry." The intern will work 
40 hours a week for 10 weeks; 
pay is $2,100.00. If you are inter¬ 
ested, please submit a one-page 
statement of interest to Georgia 
Nigro by March 1,1991. 
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Arts and Entertainment 
The Odyssey of Osheroff s Adaptation 
by Anthony Miller 
Staff Writer 
"V X-J verybody's gonna eat in my 
kingdom," shouts a homeless, self- 
proclaimed King of Ithaca Avenue. 
His speech say that we all want to be 
heroes and we are all homeless. Soon, 
you begin to realize that every man on 
the street is an implicit Odysseus, try¬ 
ing to get home or wanting to stay on 
the road. And, upon voyaging back to 
Bates from the February break, you 
may want to take in senior Sam 
Osheroff's contemporary riffs on 
Homer's The Odyssey. "The Clever¬ 
est Man in All Greece." 
Originally, Osheroff had 
planned a two-man production of The 
Odyssey for his honors thesis in act¬ 
ing, but as he wrote and rehearsed 
further, he found that the adaptation 
wasn't working. It lacked an imme¬ 
diacy and a personal relevance. So 
Osheroff began what he calls an "alle¬ 
gorical dissection" of what was at is¬ 
sue in each of Homer's chapters. He 
explains, "Each of the monologues is 
an expansion of what each of 
Odysseus's adventures is all about: 
violence, love and sex, drugs and es¬ 
capism, spirituality, aging, 
homelessness." 
He scavenged his adaptation 
and wrote seven complex, intercon¬ 
nected monologues, along with three 
tape-recorded transition speeches, 
about characters wandering among 
the streets in a 
place called Ithaca 
City. These mono¬ 
logues are intro¬ 
duced and guided 
by an epic narra¬ 
tor named Jack, 
who guides the 
audience through 
the different char¬ 
acters of the city 
as if they were 
"the islands of the 
Aegean Sea." 
But, out¬ 
side of Homeric 
allusiveness, 
Ithaca City could 
also be our own 
modern city. 
Osheroff's scenes 
take on the myths 
of America, where Homer's familiar 
monsters, Cyclops, Sirens, and Lotus 
Eaters, have been supplanted by 
present-day preachers, street beggars, 
and drug users. The characters on the 
city streets experience hard knocks, 
heroic dreams, politics, and humanity. 
The same terrain that Homer covered 
in Odysseus' travels still remain rel¬ 
evant to today's geography of reli¬ 
gion, war, prejudice, guilt, sex, and 
pride. 
The monologues shift from 
the sympathetic to the confronta¬ 
tional. In their writing and their pre¬ 
sentation, they reveal a number of 
Osheroff's influences, from narrative 
performance artists such as Dan 
Hurlin and Paul Zallom to the unin¬ 
hibited tradition of Eric Bogosian. 
There is, for example, the character of 
Norman, who, during his 65th birth¬ 
day tirade, lashes out at the changes in 
the youth of his world: "Homosexual¬ 
ity is not a political movement. Rich¬ 
ard Nixon was a political movement." 
Or the Reverend Billy Joe Maytner 
and his Traveling Roadside Revival, 
the most correct of televangelists, who 
wants to buy a Buick or a Chevy, but 
will leave the decision entirely to the 
will of God. 
"It's about masculinity and 
heroism. That's why I called it 'The 
Cleverest Man in All Greece.' Each 
character is drunk on his own power," 
explains Osheroff. The material allows 
Osheroff to drive and exorcise various 
aspects of his own acting — and of his 
own personality -- which he felt he 
couldn't otherwise explore in another 
kind of production. "Some of the act¬ 
ing I do here grows out of this par¬ 
ticular show. I'm not sure that much 
of this would work for another kind of 
show," he says. 
Rehearsals uncover a difficult 
organic and improvisational sense of 
process. "I can add the craziness at the 
end," suggests Joe Osheroff '93, who 
acts and collabo¬ 
rates with his 
brother, breaking 
character during a 
rehearsal to talk 
about a character. 
As the two actors 
play off each other, 
sophomore Carrie 
Barnard '93, who 
stage manages the 
production, pa¬ 
tiently works 
through notes and 
an intricate number 
of light and sound 
cues. 
The charac¬ 
ters in Osheroff's 
production never 
find their way 
home, and as you go 
on your way from "The Cleverest Man 
in All Greece," having confronted the 
monsters of the modern world from 
your safe seat in the audience, you 
must curb that prideful, Odyssean 
voice that says that you are far more 
clever than they are. 
Performances are on February 
27,28, and March 1st at 8pm. Seating is 
limited in the Black Box, located beneath 
Schaeffer Theater. 
Photos by Jyotika Vazirani. 
Through February 17th: 
The Portland Stage Company presents "Lady Day at Emerson’s Bar and Grill” 
by Lanie Robertson. The play re-enacts one of Billie Holiday's final performances 
in a gritty, South Philadelphia bar. The show feastures such songs as "Strange 
Fruit," "God Bless the Child," and "Ain't Nobody's Business If I Do." Call the box 
office at 774-0465 for ticket information. 
Friday, February 15th: 
Professor of Biology Robert Chute will give a poetry reading tonight, spon¬ 
sored by the Maine Humanities Council, at the Unitarian-Universalist Church on 
Pleasant Street in Auburn. The reading will start at 8 p.m., and is part of "A New 
Poetry Series.” 
Mahlathini and the Mahotella Queens. Photo courtesy LA Arts. 
Saturday, March 2nd, 8 p.m.: 
LA Arts presents Mahlathini and the Mahotella Queens, whose South African 
jive inspired Paul Simon's Graceland album.The group's "mbaganga" is a "stew” 
of musical element and energy. At the Lewiston Junior High School; tickets are 
$12, $10 for students/seniors. 
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Wrapping up 1990's Best Sounds Listen Up: 
w ith the date of the 
Grammy Awards approaching, now 
is the time that tries music lovers' 
souls. It is now that I look back at the 
year and am caught between criticiz¬ 
ing the overnight success of Vanilla 
Ice and M.C. Hammer and praising 
the fact that Rap has finally broken the 
barrier and climbed the pop charts. 
With the success of M.C. Hammer's 
commercial raps, I do wonder if the 
Rap world has been done a great in¬ 
justice; I think that it is this thought 
that best describes the past year in 
music. There was an overload of ster- 
Andrew Blacker 
ile, similar music, but every now and 
then there was a new sound or groove 
that could not be overlooked. In hopes 
of helping other bored and desperate 
music nuts out there, I will spotlight 
some of the fresh and new sounds 
that, although in the minority, helped 
to make 1990 a year that should be 
remembered far beyond Phil Collins' 
receding hairline. 
This year was highlighted by 
some excellent new faces in the music 
world as well as the return of some 
truly powerhouse bands. The first su¬ 
perstar to rear her head, quite literally, 
was Sinead O'Connor. The album / 
Do Not Want What 1 Haven't Got was a 
welcome surprise. Unlike Sinead's 
first album, The Lion And The Cobra, 
the second album was more mature, 
and its format was primarily acoustic. 
I have always loved Sinead's voice, 
but for the first time I could really hear 
the lyrics. Forget Hallmark, all you 
need to know about love in the '90s is 
sung by Sinead. In the song "Jump In 
The River," romance reaches new 
heights with Sinead's hard-edged 
lyric: "When I kissed you/You didn't 
mind/I thought I tasted of cigarettes/ 
But you tasted like wine." At the same 
time, for those more conservative 
sweethearts out there, Sinead also 
wrote lyrics like: "Do you remember/ 
The night we were lost/in the shade 
of the Blackthorn/And the chill of the 
frost." Beyond the theme of love, 
which runs throughout the album, 
Sinead also asserts her rights as a 
woman, and as a young artist trapped 
by the politics of the music world. 
This album is a must for anyone who 
Forget Hallmark, all you 
need to know about love 
in the '90s is sung by 
Sinead. 
likes folk, rock, rap and ballad. Forget 
the hype and controversy concerning 
this young lady and start listening. 1 
Do Not Want What I Haven't Got was 
by far the best album of 1990. 
While Sinead was busy get¬ 
ting emotional, Dread Zeppelin was 
rocking, rolling and above all 
reggaeing to the chinks and grooves of 
the original Led Zeppelin. Fronted by 
Tortelvis, an Elvis impersonator, 
Dread Zeppelin covered some of the 
classics with a true reggae beat. Robert 
Plant loves this band and so do I. They 
are funny, creative and above all, play 
the most interesting version of "I 
Can't Quit You Baby" that has ever 
been recorded. The one setback for 
this band is that they attempt too 
many things. Led Zeppelin always 
had a very tight and crisp sound that 
gave shape to it's songs. Dread Zep¬ 
pelin becomes sloppy on it's covers of 
some songs, especially "Moby Dick," 
and at times they are repetitive. Even 
so, Dread Zeppelin is a cool band and 
they will never be seen in Pepsi ads, 
which automatically puts them ahead 
of Wilson-Phillips and M.C. Hammer. 
So, if only for the shock value, tune 
your ears to this album. You will be 
pleasantly surprised. 
While I anxiously awaited for 
the Replacements new album, I be¬ 
came bored and picked up two of the 
bluesiest, kick-ass albums I have 
heard in a long time. The Black 
Crowes' Shake Your Money Maker and 
Blues Traveler's self-titled album are 
real finds. I only wish that I was the 
label that signed them. Both of these 
bands had put in plenty of time on the 
road before recording these albums, 
which are the first for both bands. You 
can hear the difference that truly 
separates Black Crowes and Blues 
Traveler from other blues bands, in 
their tight original performances. If 
Deee-Lite’s album is on 
fire. It is great dance and 
party music, while at the 
same time technical and 
trend-setting. This trio is 
pioneering the effort to 
bring back the seventies 
and the word ’’Groovy.” 
you turn on your MTV, you are sure to 
see the Black Crowes cover of Hard To 
Handle, which is currently getting a 
lot of airplay. Turn on WRBC to hear 
Blues Traveler, or Traveler as their 
fans call them. Blues Traveler are cur 
rently on the road and they frequently 
haunt the Boston scene so it should 
not be too hard to hear them. Black 
Crowes are currently opening up for 
ZZ-Top and recently stopped by Port¬ 
land for a gig. For good, harmonica- 
infested rock and roll check out these 
albums. They are individually and to¬ 
gether a garage-rock lover's dream. 
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ME NEWS 7- 7:45 pm 
8pm-10pm George Reese 
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MUTT & JEFF 
Kevin Wetmore 
"AH Request- No Token" 
Alexander Dwinell 
Andrew Gelling 
"Hardcore Ilappy Hour" 
NAHECOEE 
John Leslie 




John Quinlan 10-11 pm 
coMEDy 
Rob Players 11- 12 am 
cahezvy/msMA. 
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FORUM 
More Letters to the Editor 
All Opinions Deserve Respect 
meaning of the flag varied with the To the Editor: 
Any flag is a piece of material and 
a symbol. To some it represents some 
things, while to others it represents 
some very different things. The vari¬ 
ous events of early this morning 
(12:05-12:15 am Tues. 2/12/91) 
seemed to revolve around the various 
ideas of what this symbol means. I 
would like, now, to explore some of 
the ideas that have been associated 
with the flag of the United States of 
America over the last two hundred (or 
so) years. The U.S. flag was bom dur¬ 
ing a violent revolution in which the 
thirteen colonies freed themselves 
from the mighty oppressive British 
rule. The flag was supposed to repre¬ 
sent a new nation, new hope, and a 
new freedom. To those who waved it 
as such, I am sure that it did mean just 
that. Francis Scott Key wrote the 
poem, which has since become our 
national anthem, while imprisoned on 
a British warship, hoping to see the 
Stars and Stripes flying in the morn¬ 
ing, signalling his release. To him, I 
am sure that the flag represented hope 
and freedom. 
The same group of people to who 
the flag symbolized hope and free¬ 
dom, agreed to such disgusting forms 
of "equality" as the three-fifths com¬ 
promise, and restricted the vote to the 
wealthy (land-owning) white males. 
What did the flag symbolize to the 
poor? to the women? to the slaves? 
How did the Native Americans feel 
about having the "American" flag 
thrust upon them? after their geno¬ 
cide? 
During the intervening two cen¬ 
turies the interpretations of the 
times and the perspectives of those 
holding the views. What did the U.S. 
flag mean to the citizens of the Con¬ 
federate States during (and after) the 
civil war? What did the flag symbol¬ 
ize for the immigrants of any period? 
What did it represent to those immi¬ 
grants who were unable to secure 
employment during due to racism 
and an erratic economy? What does 
(or did) said banner represent to the 
U.S. soldiers of WWI,WWII, Korea, 
Vietnam, Panama, Nicaragua, the 
Gulf? What does it represent to the 
oppressed masses of Central 
America? What does it represent to 
the people of Israel? of Palestine? 
What does it mean to the civilian citi¬ 
zens of Iraq? Kuwait? Saudi Arabia? 
Everyone has their own idea of 
what the flag means and represents. 
Among us are some that are proud of 
it, some who are embarrassed by it, 
and some who simply could not give 
a damn. I am neither condemning nor 
condoning any of this mornings'ac¬ 
tions. Many people expressed their 
feelings about the flag, and (to my 
knowledge) no one was personally 
attacked. At the same time, many 
emotions were stirred and many ten¬ 
sions built. In trying times, such as this 
time of war, emotions and tensions are 
already quite high. Many hold the flag 
as a highly emotional issue. In light of 
this I make one simple plea: that we all 
consider and respect these emotions 
and opinions when viewing other's 
actions, and when planning our own. 
A.H. Spey '94 
Polarized 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6 
societal problems, what sacrifices we 
all need to make, and what attitudes 
we as individuals need to change — in 
short, instead of realizing that we all 
must work together, even with our 
differences, to benefit humanity - we 
are reducing the issues to "we" and 
"they," which can do nothing but cre¬ 
ate further misunderstanding and lack 
of respect - and possibly further vio¬ 
lence. 
Don't people have the right to 
determine for themselves what to 
think and do? Is it necessary to make 
moral condemnations of our friends 
and peers? Is it necessary to be so an¬ 
tagonistic? Don't we all agree that 
persecution is one of the worst of 
crimes? Wouldn't an active discussion 
about the real issues be more produc¬ 
tive in solving the problems? 
I would like to see us all work to¬ 
gether to insure that this crisis does 
not escalate further. We, as individu¬ 
als and as concerned members of the 
community, should not be partaking 
in or encouraging acts of aggression. 
We should be respecting the opposing 
viewpoint. It is possible, I believe, for 
us all to hold radically different opin¬ 
ions, and to celebrate that diversity. 
And not only is it possible... I believe 
it is crucial. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Pinches '93 
There are 




and the dead. 
A heart attack doesn’t have to 
be fatal. Getting to a hospital 
quickly can make the differ¬ 
ence between life and death. 
New life-saving therapies 
are now available to treat heart 
attack victims. But they have to 
be given early. 
You know the symptoms: 
An uncomfortable pressure, 
squeezing or pain in the center 
of the chest. Pain spreading to 
the shoulders, neck, jaw, arms 
or back. Shortness of breath. 
Lightheadedness, fainting, 
sweating or nausea. 
When you feel these symp¬ 
toms, don’t delay. Get to a hospi¬ 
tal quickly. It could save your 
life. For more information write 
or call your nearest American 
Heart Association. 
You can help prevent heart 
disease. We can tell you how. 
American Heart 
Association 
This space provided as a public service. 
"A Note About Isolationism " 
To the Editor: 
There are many reactions to this 
war each of which requires under¬ 
standing, but I would like to make a 
note on just two of them. One reaction 
is, I believe, quite common, but be¬ 
cause of its nature goes unnoticed, 
and that there is numbness and denial, 
punctuated by some watching of 
CNN. This is isolation on an indi¬ 
vidual level. This reaction is typified 
by a sense of impotency, of doom and 
by the confusion that comes when the 
distent events in the news become real 
in the form of a war, but still don't, for 
must of us, touch home. The other re¬ 
action, which is certainly not mutu¬ 
ally exclusive with the first, is more 
active and therefore publicly appar¬ 
ent. This is a feeling that something 
must be done to end the war, and that 
all an individual can do is demon¬ 
strate in the streets. 
The second isolationism that I'm 
afraid of is a belief behind parts of the 
peace movement. It is the belief that 
the United States should stay out of 
other countries business, that this war 
is just more U.S. imperialism and all 
would be well if the troops just came 
home to stay. But the nations of the 
world are all tied together. The United 
States particularly so because of the 
size of its economy. Meaning that 
while other nations depend on each 
other, more depends on U.S, actions 
that on the actions of any other single 
nation (with some possible close calls). 
To say, this is a responsibility, is not 
enough. In the past it has gone to our 
heads as well frightened us. As 
Americans our dilemma is how to act 
without alienating then world with 
our arrogance on the one hand, and 
without letting real opportunities to 
pass by on the other. 
I can't oppose demonstrating for 
peace, however I would like to ask 
what is peace? Peace is no war. It is 
topping the bombing of Iraq and Ku¬ 
wait. It is bringing the troops home. 
But positively stated it is an opportu¬ 
nity. Not an opportunity to ignore 
world events again, but an opportu¬ 
nity to use what is wasted in war to 
oppose the injustices that exist when 
there is no war. Therefore although 
you feel numb don't let yourself be 
isolated, and although you want to 
stop this war consider all that was 
wrong with the world on August first 
of last year, and act against what will 
be wrong when this war is over. 
Gordon Dean '91 
Music of 1990 Croons and Rocks 
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 
Forget the Replacements. Their new 
album is mainstream drivel. 
There is so much to say, and so 
little strength left in my fingers. Here 
is a quick look at some other hot items 
that should make their way on to your 
playlist. Deee-Lite's album is on fire. 
It is great dance and party music, 
while at the same time technical and 
trend-setting. This trio is pioneering 
the effort to bring back the seventies 
and the word "Groovy."Urban Dance 
Squad is also on the scene, displaying 
what will soon become the norm in 
the music arena. Urban Dance Squad 
uses a dj and a band to support its 
street-smart sound. Eric Eckelman, a 
WRBC dj with long hair and sharp 
ears, says that Urban Dance Squad is 
"Where it's at!" Sting's new album 
The Soul Cages is slightly light, but still 
hauntingly beautiful. If anyone has a 
grasp on what the audience wants, it 
is certainly Sting. This album is filled 
with large instrumental parts and 
great lyrics. It is Sting's first album in 
three and a half years and it was 
worth the wait. 
Paul Simon's Rhythm Of The 
Saints is just as good if not better than 
Graceland. It focuses primarily on Bra¬ 
zilian music. If you like percussion 
than this is the album for you. I 
needed to listen to it a few times be¬ 
fore I liked it, but from then on I was 
addicted. Amy and Emily, the Indigo 
Girls, are back with their third album 
Nomads, Indians and Tribes. This album 
is very mellow and acoustic. If you 
liked Tracy Chapman and Suzanne 
Vega then you will like this album. It 
is a wonderful follow up to their sec¬ 
ond album Indigo Girls. Not for pur¬ 
chase, but just to hear are INXS new 
album X and Tesla's Five Man Acous¬ 
tic Jam. Finally, don't miss out on 
Elton John's new box set To Be Con¬ 
tinued, or the re-mastered Led Zeppe¬ 
lin box. Look for new albums from 
R.E.M. in March and from Gun's 'n' 
Roses and Crowded House in April. 
Andrew L. Blacker is an apprentice dj 
with Eric Ekelman at WRBC on the early 
morning Saturday shift from 3-6 a.m. 
ORPHAN ANNIE’S 
96 COURTS! 
ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP 




FOR BATES STUDENTS 
A wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone to 
estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890’s to 
the 1950’s and other fine things from the past. 
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Sports 
Men's Squash Takes Colby for Second Straight Match 
by Debbie Miller 
Student Correspondent 
Besting Colby again in the 
traditional rivalry between the two 
CBB schools, the Bates Men’s’ Squash 
Team defeated the White Mules 5-4. 
The score last Wednesday, February 
6th, was virtually the same as their 
initial meeting except for the loss by 
number one seed Neil Bray ’93. 
While Bates' top four com¬ 
petitors lost especially tough matches 
to their Colby opponents, winnings 
performances by Mike Silverstein '94, 
Ray Wolpe '93, Pete Schulman '93, 
Wayne Skeen '91, and John Ducker '91 
awarded the Bobcats a home victory. 
Coach George Wigton noted the loss 
of number three seed Ben Lowenstein 
'92 and two returning Colby players as 
an explanation for the change in score. 
"Each player had to play up due to 
Lowenstein's absence (to JSA)," stated 
Wigton, "creating more challenging 
matches for the team." Wigton was 
not disappointed with the match, as 
Jonathan Redmond '93 and his teammates hope to move up a divison in the 
national squash tournament this year. Scott Pint Photo. 
Colby is a strong team and Bates 
played well. 
Bray's loss to Colby was un¬ 
expected. Although he played a 
Swimming Dunks UMass 
by Sarah Whitney 
Student Correspondent 
This past Saturday the Bates 
Men's Swimming and Diving Team 
beat the UMass/Boston team. While 
the victory was expected, as UMass 
had a very limited number of com¬ 
petitors, the Bates team was still 
pleased with their personal results. 
Three new men qualified for New 
England's: Andy Baker '91,100-yard 
freestyle; Jay Tiballi '93,50-yard back- 
stroke; and Mike Cassidy '94,50-yard 
breaststroke. In addition, Rob True 
'91 set a new diving record of 233.95 
points on the 3-meter board. 
This Friday the team travels 
to Colby for their final dual meet of 
the season. Coach Dana Mulholland 
feels "It's going to be a great way to 
end our season." Looking towards a 
victory at Colby, Mulholland hopes to 
finish the season at 5-5. "I really have 
great expectations," Mulholland con¬ 
tinued. "The guys are swimming re¬ 
ally well." 
Some of the events he expects 
to be close are the two sprint races of 
captain Jim Hennessey '91 in the 50 
and the 100-yard freestyle; the 200 
yard butterfly for Jon Dreibelbis '92; 
Dave Fox's '93 200-yard freestyle; and 
the 1000 yard freestyle swum by Andy 
Baker. Mulholland also expects the 
400 free relay to be extremely close. 
At the beginning of March, 
most members of the team will be 
travelling to Bowdoin for the New 
England Championships. Coach 
Mulholland is "going down with an 
expectation to be in the top ten... We 
are taking 13 team members who have 
qualified, with a total of 19-20 men 
swimming in the meet." Another goal 
of Mulholland's is to qualify two or 
three people at New England's for 
Nationals, to be held March 21-23 at 
Emory University in Georgia. His 
prime candidates include Jim 
Hennessey, Jon Dreibelbis, Dave Fox, 
and Dave Collins '91. 
Mulholland is very happy at 
the way this season has progressed. 
"We have won all the meets we had a 
chance to win, and we have qualified 
a lot of men for New England's. We 
should finish the season at 500 and in 
the top ten at New Englands, which I 
consider very successful!" 
mm. 
tough opponent, Wigton stated that 
"he will win this match three out of 
four times." Bray commented on how 
happy he was with the team's playing 
this year. He did not expect such 
competitive squash at Bates. Bray at¬ 
tributes the team unity to their con¬ 
tinuing victorious record. 
Their record standing at 11-6, 
the Bates Men’s Squash Team is hop¬ 
ing to improve their record to finish 
the season at 13-6 by defeating 
Bowdoin on February 13th and Army 
on February 18th. Army should prove 
to be the more competitive match as 
Wigton places them on a plane with 
the Bates team. 
His limited information en¬ 
ables Wigton to predict a 5-4 or 6-3 
victory. The 'Cats will be staying at 
Bates during February break to train 
for their upcoming challenge at the 
national tournament. February 22nd 
marks the date for the season finale. 
Coach Wigton expects to be playing in 
Division Three this year, a move up 
from last year's placement in Division 
Four. 
The three divisions consist of 
eight teams and are composed of the 
elite competitors nationwide. The 
Bobcats will face many of the teams 
they played this season, including 
Tufts and M.I.T., two teams which the 
Bobcats recently defeated. Wigton is 
confident in his players ability to im¬ 
prove their ranking from last year. 
Bowdoin "Squashed 
by Women's Team 
ff 
by Meredith Davis 
Student Correspondent 
Earlier in the Women's 
Squash Team's season, senior Lakin 
Hughes commented that "it would 
be nice to beat Bowdoin because 
[like us] they also lost a lot of players 
last year." 
On Wednesday, the 'Cats 
decided to use their youth to their 
advantage as they romped over rival 
Bowdoin College for the third time 
this year by a score of 6-3. This final 
home victory raises the Bobcats' 
record to 11-14. 
Bates first beat the Polar 
Bears at Brunswick on January 30 by 
a score of 7-2 and recently racked up 
another 7-2 victory against them at 
the Howe Cup at Yale University 
one week ago. 
Wednesday’s match got off 
to a shaky start as Pam Wunderlich 
’91, Jennifer McCoombs '92, and 
Zola Porter '93 (Bates' top three 
seeds respectively) dropped their 
matches to Bowdoin. 
The first game between 
Wunderlich and top seeded oppo¬ 
nent Caitlin Hart suggested that the 
two top players were evenly 
matched. Neither player led by 
more than three points at any time 
and the game eventually went into 
a tie-breaker. Hart managed to 
come out on top in the end, win¬ 
ning 16-13. Hart also took the sec¬ 
ond game beating Wunderlich 15-7. 
Wunderlich, however, 
came back in the third with hard 
serves and carefully placed shots to 
win 16-13, but it wasn’t enough as 
Hart took the fourth game 15-10, 
winning the match three games to 
one. 
McCoombs got off to shaky 
starts in all three of her games and 
ended up rallying too late as she 
lost 10-15, 9-15,14-16 to Bowdoin's 
Isabel Taube '93. Porter dropped 
her match losing to Elisabeth 
Sperry '93 9-15,6-15,4-15. 
The other members of the 
team including Brooke Manning 
'93, Hughes, Alexis Gentile '93, Jen 
Burwell '92, Lesley Galloway '93, 
and Allison Siegel '93 all recorded 
victories. 
Today Bates travels to 
Middlebury, Vermont to compete 
against Middlebury College in their 
final match of the season before the 
USWISRA Individual Champion¬ 
ships on March 1-3. 
Swimming sailed over UMass/Boston. Scott Pint Photo. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
MARY! 
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SPORTS 
Skiing Hopes to Overcome Recent Rough Spots 
by Peter Can- 
Staff Reporter 
The warm weather around 
New England and some bad luck 
dented the expectations of the Men’s 
and Women's Ski teams last weekend 
at the Dartmouth College Carnival. 
Numerous falls on the alpine side and 
shortened nordic competition resulted 
in poor results for the Bobcat skiers. 
"It is just one of those type of 
days that can happen in skiing," noted 
Coach Tim LaVallee. "It was just an 
all-around disappointing weekend for 
us and we are looking to rebound this 
upcoming carnival." 
In fact, on the alpine side, just 
two skiers were actually able to stand 
all day as only Ewa Karazim '94 and 
Beth Widman '92 posted scores, taking 
17th and 19th respectively in the giant 
slalom. 
The nordic races were moved 
to an alternate location due to a lack of 
snow and then shortened to one day 
"It is just one of those type 
of days that can happen in 
skiing." 
-Coach Tim LaVallee 
events which drastically impaired 
Bates' cross-country skiers. 
However, the shortening of 
the nordic event from two races to one 
may actually work to Bates' advan¬ 
tage in the future. Sophomore Reid 
Lutter, the number two skier for the 
men’s nordic team explained, "Last 
weekend we had only one race instead 
of two... We’ve had a lot of long races 
that kind of tired out the team, but this 
week we've rested up. We should 
have a lot more pop next week." 
Just one weekend earlier at 
the University of Vermont Carnival, 
several Bates skiers showed noted im¬ 
provement. Although both the men's 
and women's teams each remained in 
"Last weekend we had 
only one race instead of 
two ... We've had a lot of 
long races that kind of 
tired out the team, but this 
week we've rested up. We 
should have a lot more 
pop next week." 
-Reid Lutter, '93 
the seventh spot in the final results, 
individual performances boded well 
for increased success. 
For the women's team, 
Karazim continued to strut her stuff as 
a young challenger as she took 13th in 
giant slalom. Widman and junior 
Vicki Gellert placed a respectable 19th 
and 20th in the slalom events. In the 
cross-country events, Anna Louise 
Englund '93 wrapped-up another top- 
twenty finish taking 13th in the 5K 
event. 
On the men's side, Frits 
Sample, another new face for Bates, 
again finished at the top of the stand¬ 
ings with a 16th place finish in the sla¬ 
lom. Don Medd '91 broke into the top 
twenty on the nordic scene finishing 
20th in the 15K event. 
"We are still looking for im¬ 
provement, especially in our men's 
giant slalom and women's slalom 
teams," said LaVallee. "I still think we 
have a lot of potential, this past week¬ 
end was discouraging, but we are 
trying to move forward especially 
with the upcoming Eastern champi¬ 
onships." 
"We've been close a lot of 
Swimming Demolishes UMass 
by Bamaby Donlon 
Staff Reporter 
The Women's Swimming and 
Diving teams returned to their win¬ 
ning style last Saturday, February 9, 
by demolishing a much weaker 
UMass Boston team in Bates' last 
home meet of the season. One might 
infer from the final score of 175-32 that 
the meet lacked intensity; but in fact, it 
was just the opposite. Team support 
replaced the lack of competition, and 
by the end of the day two more 
swimmers had qualified for New 
Englands, three team records were 
set, and a score of personal bests 
clocked. 
Early in the meet Barrie Wil¬ 
liams ’94 powered her way through 
the 50-yard backstroke, adding her 
name to the elite list of New England 
qualifiers which now stands at ten. 
Mary Bilotta '93 also found herself in 
fast company when she broke through 
the time standard for the 50 yard 
freestyle. 
Several previously-qualified 
swimmers surpassed qualifying times 
in new events: co-captain Suzi 
Ziegenhagen '91 entered the 1000 yard 
free for the first time this year and 
clocked an 11:44. Then she qualified 
in the 200 I.M. along with Karen 
Tagliaferro '94. 
Bates all but forgot about 
UMass while cheering three athletes 
on to new team records. With flawless 
execution Kerry Rice '93 set a new 
standard in the 3 Meter diving scoring 
228.75 points. Sprint wizard J.J Lewy 
'94 also cruised to a record in the 50 
yard breaststroke moments after 
qualifying in the 50 backstroke. 
A third team record was set 
when an unchallenged Katie Moran 
'93 swam the 500 free in 5:24.10. In 
that same race, Sarah Woodard '92, 
Anne Colley '94, and Jane Armstrong 
'94 all posted personal bests. 
Today Bates travels to 
Waterville to face-off against a peren¬ 
nial nemesis: Colby College. Bates' 
Coach Dana Mulholland, now in his 
third season at Bates (his seventeenth 
as a swimming coach) seems optimis¬ 
tic about a victory in this last dual¬ 
meet of the season. "I'm confident 
that we are the better team, but the 
strong rivalry always makes it a close 
meet." 
A win today would bring 
Bates' overall record to 8-2 and pro¬ 
vide a mental boost going into New 
Englands on February 22-24. 
t* 
Bates skiing hopes to take a step closer to their goals this weekend. 
Scott Pirn Photo. 
times but we have quite reached our hope to reach those goals." 
goals. This next week and the week Both squads will race this 
after at the EISA championships we weekend at the Williams Ski Carnival. 
Bo Knows Nothing. 
Victor Kiam is a jerk, 
Magic is better than Michael, 
Clemens is not worth 5 million a year 
and Bates Football will never break .500. 
Do you have an opinion on professional or college 
sports? Then write a sports column for The Bates 
Student and force your opinions on more than 1,500 
people each week! 
Come to a Bates Student meeting, held every Sunday 
at 9 pm on the second floor of Chase Hall 
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"Until Christine gets back 
from Ecuador, yes." 
— Chris Magnes '91 
"I think it's been revived 
recently with the new 
classes, but it's got an aw¬ 
fully long way to go." 
-- Heloise Cabot '91 
Is Romance dead 
at Bates? 
Photographer: Alexis Gentile 
Reporter: Mary Lehman 
"Yah, I think it's frozen 
with the winter." 
-- Lisa McGregor '91 
"I don’t think so, but it's 
awully hard to find." 
— Joe Moran '92 
"Was romance ever alive at 
Bates?" 
-- Alison Frank '91 
"Most certainly not. . . I 
hope it never dies." 
-- Matt Orr '94 
0*1 
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Go against the grain. 
Cut down on salt. 
American Heart 
Association 
Adding salt to your food 
could subtract years from 
your life. Because in some 
people salt contributes to 
high blood pressure, a con¬ 
dition that increases your 
risk of heart disease. 
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